Do you run life science labs?

Lt LabStation may be exactly what’s missing from your current educational framework:

Developed using the same technology as Lt, our online learning solution, Lt LabStation gives you and your students a modern lab experience in a package designed to be beautiful, effortlessly capable and adaptable to your teaching style.

Lt LabStation gives you access to our media-rich life science education content with real time data recording and analysis when paired with PowerLab, our renowned data acquisition hardware.

Lt LabStation gives you the flexibility to incorporate our library of professionally developed content and experiments to suit your laboratory course, or create, edit and access your own lessons online from anywhere with a web browser, then export your lessons so your students can work offline in the lab.

“Lt LabStation is great - our students don’t need to make a profile or sign in, and labs aren’t dependent on an internet connection.”

- Charles Crawford, Teaching Assistant, Human Performance Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin

Courses and content:

- Human Physiology
- Psychophysics
- Exercise Physiology
- Animal Physiology
- Biology
- Neuroscience
- Pharmacology
Lessons
Our collections contain over 150 high quality lab lessons that can be taught as provided, or individually customized to your course requirements or teaching style. Each lesson is designed to maximize engagement and suit diverse learning styles, with a strong focus on student outcomes.

Increased Student Engagement
Lt LabStation stimulates an in-depth understanding of core concepts in physiology with hands-on experimentation and collaborative peer learning.

Getting started with Lt LabStation
Whether you need help with lab installation and setup, IT training, Lt training or content conversion, we can get you up and running even faster with an add-on package of customized training and specialized support services. Lt LabStation creates minimal IT burden since there are no student accounts or complex course management.

Our Instructional Design team can work directly with you to optimize your existing lessons to use on any of our learning platforms. We can provide support to integrate or create your own teaching content in Lt LabStation.

Using LabTutor?
Lt LabStation is designed as a futureproof upgrade for LabTutor users who are looking for a modern lab-based teaching system. Talk to us about your requirements, and we can help to seamlessly convert your course to Lt LabStation.

Lt LabStation workflow

Visit our website adinstruments.com/education or contact your local ADInstruments representative for more information
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